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SPI windows.

The best
insulating
windows

100% MADE IN ITALY

CERTIFIED SAFETY

SPI insulating windows are the result of the most high quality technology combined with the
meticulous craftsmanship. They are the expression of the Made in Italy production quality,
synonymous of taste and refinement in its details. The high quality of the product comes from
a bespoke range of materials, the work of an unbeatable team, the use of more efficient and
technological machinery, the cooperation with the most important and reliable suppliers in
Europe.

All SPI windows are provided with CE mark, the legally required european safety label by
Law of February 2010.
Buying CE marked windows means to have the certainty to install window fittings based on
the criteria provided for in compliance with the current legislation.
SPI achieved the CE mark by opting for the “direct ITT method”. This method allows to test
the Company’s products in one of the notified Body, according to Law.
The ITT is the only method attesting that what has been certified through CE marking
corresponds to the real performance of the windows manufactured by the Company.
Further procedures known as “Cascading” and “Sharing” do not guarantee the same
outcome. The first procedure involves the use of test results on profiles or accessories
obtained by the supplier and the second making use of test reports shared by more than
one manufacturer and only registered to one of them.
SPI windows are covered by SAI Insurance Policy.

CERTIFIED QUALITY
SPI products are made in full environmental respect and are accredited to national regulation
institutes. The rigorous tests performed on SPI windows comply with the opening cycles,
the water infiltration sealing, the air permeability, the wind load resistance, the acoustic and
thermal insulation.

BESPOKE QUALITY
The complete range of SPI insulating windows consists of aluminium-wood, aluminium,
eco-friendly Pvc, Pvc and aluminium, aluminium shutters and blinds.
SPI windows are tailor made and can be custom made in their shapes and colours, through
the wide range of RAL colours, the wood-effect paints and the wide range of available woods.
SPI windows are available from retailers across Italy and worldwide and can be viewed on
our website at www.spifinestre.it.
The delivery of SPI products is entrusted by our own delivery system to ensure the maximum
level of care and punctuality.

Furthermore, SPI can boast the
prestigious certification VOC, the
most efficient class A+.
The VOC certification tests the
emission
of
volatile
organic
compounds released from windows.
With VOC certification SPI windows
in the dwelling do not release
substances harmful to health such
as formaldehyde and benzene,
cancirogene hazardous contained in
paints and materials used on frames.
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SPI windows.

A CULTURE OF
EXCELLENCE
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The culture of excellence is rooted in the modus operandi of the Company at all points.
Culture of excellence, strong passion for quality and willing to improve the quality of our
services for our clients benefits. Continuous investments in Research and Development
are carried out to enhance the creation of modern project solutions in line with the needs
of the market and according to the most innovative aesthetic criteria.
SPI products are 100% made in Italy and covered by performance certificate. Our
declared performances have been assessed by the most accredited certifying Bodies.
A culture of excellence means putting the Customer’s need at the core of all the business’
divisions.
The entire organisation is fully oriented to satisfying our customer’s needs by supplying a
bespoke quality, an excellent service and a network of professional retailers across Italy.
A wide range of after-sales service and a helpful customer care enhance the sale of SPI
products and guarantee the maximum customer satisfaction.
A culture of excellence also means adopting the Company policies committed to
environmental protection.
Over time SPI has raised a continuous awareness towards our environment that has
led to production choices aimed at eco-sustainability and selection of non-harmful
materials.
Today, SPI windows are able to ensure the high level of energy savings, through the
outstanding performances of thermal and acoustic insulation certified.
SPI is very attentive to the policies of disposal and recycling.
A culture of excellence means social responsability.
SPI has developted awareness of its responsability as promoter of the progress and is
constantly involved in all the aspects of activity to contribute to social achievement.
SPI supports projects for the development of the territory and environment, art and
culture.
Care of green spaces, campaigns aimed at citizens awareness in respect of its own
territory, cultural initiatives. These are just few examples of the activities undertaken in
favour of social.

SPI windows.

THE QUALITY OF THE MATERIALS

BORN
TO LAST

SPI windows are made using only the finest materials available and capable to guarantee
the durability of the windows.
For the woods we only use solid profiles, characterised by a high density and resistance
of the woods used which minimize the need for maintenance.
For the aluminium we utilize painted profiles by the latest generation plants and
technologically advanced levels.
The aluminium windows SPI painted in RAL colours and wood effects can boast
respectively the “QUALICOAT” and the “QUALIDECO”. These internationally recognised
certifications guarantee the execution of our constant quality controls on the raw
material, on the production system and the finished product.
For Pvc windows instead, we use tubular steel reinforcement, placed both inside of the
sash profile that the frame, with optimized size to ensure the highest static performance
and the lasting stability.

packaging
SPI has a packaging department that uses semi- automatic machinery to protect their
products during transportation.
The packaging process begins with protecting the corners, achieved thanks to special
expanded polyurethane casing which guarantees the stability of the entire product.
The second phase involves covering the shutters with Pluriball, a wrapping material
which guarantees protection during the transportation, loading and unloading activities.
The process is then completed with the insertion of the CE label certification.

logistic
SPI can boast an internal logistics department coordinated by a Supervisor and composed
of 20 staff members who efficiently manage 10 vehicles owned by the Company.
In this way the Company is able to manage the delivery of the product to the authorised
retailers across Italy and whithin foreign offices in a punctual and direct manner.
The logistics department was born as a result of the Company needs to guarantee
precision and care in all the phases including the safe and punctual delivery of the
product, in order to complete the cycle of our production with professionality.
7

SPI windows.

THE COMPANY

For over 30 years SPI windows is an italian leading Company in the insulating windows
sector.
Driven by value of excellence and passion for quality SPI windows has evolved to a limited
Company at international level.
SPI windows is the italian company that offers to the market a complete product portfolio.
SPI windows is the only company able to produce bespoke windows and door windows, in
aluminium-wood, aluminium, Pvc and aluminium shutters in a wider range of types and
shapes.
SPI windows are produced in Italy, tailored with an extreme attention to valuable details
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and come with certificates of performance achieved by the most accredited certification
institutes.
The technologies are constantly evolving in conjunction with european regulation for safety.
SPI windows distributes through a network of aproximately 1.000 partners, located on the
territory of Italy and abroad. SPI windows ensures punctuality and care in the transport
thanks to a fleet of our own reliable vehicles, taking care of every stage, from handling the
product to the delivery.
A wide range of after-sales service enhance the sale of SPI products and guarantee the
maximum customer satisfaction.

SPI windows.

PRODUCT
RANGE
Materials, design and finishes.
These are the main directives which combining give origin to the models of SPI windows, thus providing the
most complete windows range available on the market.
We realize our windows carefully choosing the best raw
materials, while paying close attention to the choice of
finishes and colours offered.
All this is realised in three product lines:
aluminium-wood, Pvc and aluminium.
Rounded lines for a classic style and squared shapes for
a contemporary taste.
The customization of the SPI windows knows no bounds:
each window is equal only itself.

System

STRUCTURE

Interior Design

Exterior Design

Aluminium-Wood
Aluminium-Wood
Aluminium-Wood
Aluminium-Wood

Square
Square or round
Square
Square

Square
Square
Round
Square

Aluminium-Aluminium

Square or round

Square

Pvc
Pvc-Aluminium
Pvc

Square or round
Square or round
Square or round

Square
Square
Square

aluminium/wood
Duo Italy
Trial Q
Trial 90
Trial 90Q

aluminium
Trial Val Q

eco-friendly pvc
Isol 70Q
Isol 70Q Mix
Isol 82Q
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aluminiUM
WOOD
line

PRESTIGIOUS AND RESISTANT OVER THE YEARS!
All the products listed in the aluminium-wood line
conform to the european regulation for the CE
marking, compulsory by Law since February 2010.

The pride of SPI production, our aluminium-wood windows represent the maximum expression of aesthetic research
applied to door and window frames.
SPI aluminium-wood windows with thermal break have always stood out from the italian market due to their soft
joint design which has rendered them truly unmistakable.
The SPI line of aluminium-wood windows combines the aesthetics and elegance of wood with the practicality of the
robust aluminium bearing structure, which does not require any particular maintenance work.
SPI aluminium-wood windows are carefully crafted in a specially-designed factory where every day, each individual
part is created with the maximum attention to details.
Thanks to the infinite range of available solutions, in terms of woods, forms and colours and to the high level of
customisation, each SPI aluminium-wood window is unique.
The SPI aluminium-wood line consists of four families of product:
Duo Italy window with interior and exterior square design, 45° corner joint.
Trial Q window with interior and exterior square design, 45° corner joint.
Trial 90 window with round exterior design and square interior design, 90° corner joint.
Trial 90Q window with interior and exterior square design, 90° corner joint.
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ALUMINIUM-WOOD WINDOW FEATURES
STRUCTURE

STRUCTURAL
FEATURES

PERFORMANCES

AVAILABLE
TYPOLOGIES

DIMENSIONS
GLASS
COLOURS

COMPLEMENTS

SECURITY

INTERNAL
EXTERNAL
INTERIOR DESIGN
EXTERIOR DESIGN
OPEN JOINT SYSTEM
MULTI-MATIC FITTINGS
TRICOAT HARDWARE
MICRO-VENTILATION
TILT-AND-TURN
HAND LEVER ON SEMI FIXED SASH
ANTI-MISHANDLING DEVICE
THIRD CONCEALED HINGE ON SEMI FIXED SASH
CENTRAL FIN SEAL WITH PREFORMED CORNERS
THERMAL INSULATION (UP TO)
ACOUSTIC INSULATION (GLASS UP TO)
AIR RESISTANCE (MIN. 1 - MAX 4)
WATER RESISTANCE (MIN. 1 - MAX 9)
WIND RESISTANCE (MIN. 1 - MAX 5)
FIXED GLAZING BEAD
FIXED false SASH
WINDOWS AND FRENCH DOORS 1, 2 and 2+1 SHUTTER DOORS
EXTERNAL OPENING
CURVES
OFF SIZE
WASISTAS
HORIZONTAL Pivot
SLIDING
TILT-AND-TURN SLIDING
LIFT AND SLIDING
HIDDEN LIFT AND SLIDE
DOOR
FRAME DEPTH IN MM
Z-SHAPED FRAME IN MM
GLASS CHAMBER
STANDARD ON WINDOW TYPOLOGY
STANDARD ON BALCONY TYPOLOGY
INTERNAL SURFACES
EXTERNAL SURFACES
HANDLES AND HINGES
INTERNAL GASKETS
EXTERNAL GASKETS
INSTALLATION GASKET
Wooden Blinds
VENETIAN BLIND WITH INTERNAL MANUAL CONTROL GLASS
VENETIAN BLIND WITH INTERNAL ELECTRIC CONTROL GLASS
VENETIAN BLIND WITH INTERNAL CONTROL PHOTOVOLTAIC GLASS
MOTORISED CONTROL FOR WASISTAS OPENING
PANELLING UNDER TRANSOM
SHUTTER BOXES
TOP COVERS
FITTED PLINTH
DOUBLE PLINTH
DOOR-CLOSING LATCH WITH EXTERNAL HANDLE
BURGLARY RESISTANCE HARDWARE
MULTIPOINt LOCK
ELECTRIC LOCK
ALARM CONTACTS

DUO ITALY

WOOD
ALUMINIUM
SQUARE
SQUARE
YES
N/A
N/A
N/A
ON REQUEST
N/A
N/A
STANDARD (OVER 1.500 H mm)
N/A
Uw 1,4
43 DB
4
9A
C3
NO
YES
YES
YES*
NO
YES
YES
YES*
YES*
YES
YES*
YES*
YES
43
30
30**
4-22Ar-4Sel
4-22Ar-4Sel
LAMINATED AND WOOD ESSENCES
RAL + WOOD EFFECTS
SATIN SILVER
SOLID
BLACK
YES
YES (only for solid wood essences)
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES (only for solid wood essences)
YES (only for solid wood essences)
ON REQUEST
ON REQUEST
NO
NO
STANDARD ON LOCK TYPOLOGY
YES
NO

TRIAL Q

WOOD
ALUMINIUM
SQUARE OR ROUND
SQUARE
YES
STANDARD
ON REQUEST
STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
Uw 1,1
43 DB
4
9A
C3
YES
YES
YES
YES*
YES
YES
YES
YES*
YES*
YES
YES*
YES*
YES
62
22 AND 30
30**
33.1-20Ar-4Sel
33.1-18Ar-33.1Sel
WOOD ESSENCES
RAL + WOOD EFFECTS
SHINY GOLD, SATIN SILVER
SOLID
BLACK
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
STANDARD ON DOOR WINDOW
YES
YES
STANDARD
STANDARD ON LOCK TYPOLOGY
YES
YES

TRIAL 90

WOOD
ALUMINIUM
SQUARE
ROUND
YES
STANDARD
ON REQUEST
STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
Uw 1,1
43 DB
4
9A
C3
YES
YES
YES
YES*
YES
YES
YES
YES*
YES*
YES
YES*
YES*
YES
62
22 AND 30
30**
33.1-20Ar-4Sel
33.1-18Ar-33.1Sel
WOOD ESSENCES
RAL + WOOD EFFECTS
SHINY GOLD, SATIN SILVER
SOLID
BLACK
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
STANDARD ON DOOR WINDOW
YES
YES
STANDARD
STANDARD ON LOCK TYPOLOGY
YES
YES

TRIAL 90Q

WOOD
ALUMINIUM
SQUARE
SQUARE
YES
STANDARD
ON REQUEST
STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
Uw 1,1
43 DB
4
9A
C3
YES
YES
YES
YES*
YES
YES
YES
YES*
YES*
YES
YES*
YES*
YES
62
22 AND 30
30**
33.1-20Ar-4Sel
33.1-18Ar-33.1Sel
WOOD ESSENCES
RAL + WOOD EFFECTS
SHINY GOLD, SATIN SILVER
SOLID
BLACK
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
STANDARD ON DOOR WINDOW
YES
YES
STANDARD
STANDARD ON LOCK TYPOLOGY
YES
YES

* Realised with different profile.
** Chamber glass 20 mm for sliding and 32 mm for lift and sliding door.
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In the image above: window with two doors Duo Italy, square design, bleached larch wood and silver accessories.
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ALUMINIUM-WOOD WINDOWS
aluminiUM-wood windows
Duo Italy is the window system that combines the aesthetic qualities of the aluminiun-wood line with the new dictates of modern minimalist design.
Duo Italy is an open joint aluminium-wood system, with frame from 53 mm, double glass 30 mm and square profiles.
Duo Italy means maximum customization in colors, the exterior can be painted in the wide range RAL colours and wood effect while for the interior you
can choose between essences of solid wood and trendy coated finishings.
30 mm
internal

TECHNICAL STANDARD FEATURES

TECHNICAL FEATURES ON REQUEST

• Aluminium-wood window
• Interior square design with 45° corners joint
• Exterior square design
• Glass chamber 30 mm
• Low emissivity and selective glasses filled with
Argon gas
• Tokyo handle
• Concealed hinge on semi fixed sash over 1500 mm
heigh
• Threshold for balcony typologies

• Z-shape 30 mm frame for renovation
• Safety, reflective and triple glasses with thickness
up to 30 mm
• Tilt-and-turn sash
• Thermal duct
• Security fittings
• Quadra handle
• Fitted plinth for balcony typologies

External

duo italy
- Aluminium-wood
- Interior square design
- Exterior square design

performances
certificate
Thermal insulation
Uw up to 1,4
(with Ug = 0,9W/mqK)*

Acoustic insulation
glass up to 43 dB
Permeability to the air
Class 4 (min 1 - max 4)**
Resistance to water infiltration
Class 9A (min 1 - max 9)
53 mm

NEW WOOD EFFECT
COLOR

MINIMALIST
DESIGN

30 mm GLASS
CHAMBER

The collection consists
of fresh and modern
color finishes, that
match perfectly with
the current trends in
interior design.

The square and
essential lines,
combined with a
slimmed profile allow
greater lighting.

Thanks to the glass
chamber you can fix
glass up to 30 mm and
install reflective, safety
and triple glazing.

Wind resistance
Class C3 (min 1 - max 5)
VOC certification
Class A+ (min C - max A+)
* calculated value on a single sash
window dim. 700x1300 mm.
** calculated value on a two-sashes
window dim. 1275x1525 mm.
13

In the image above: window with three swing doors Trial Q, interior “Classic” design, ash chestnut wood color with silver satin accessories.
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ALUMINIUM-WOOD WINDOWS
aluminiUM-wood windows
Only the finest essences in solid wood are placed on the inner profiles of Trial Q windows.
The Trial Q aluminium-wood windows are an expression of taste and represent a choice of refined style.
The internal profile design in solid wood can be personalised: squared in the “classic” version with false glazing bead (standard) or rounded (on request)
for atmospheric environmnent with classic taste.

TECHNICAL STANDARD FEATURES

TECHNICAL FEATURES ON REQUEST

• Aluminium-polyamide-wood window
• Interior square design with false glazing bead
and 45° corner joint
• Exterior round design
• Glass chamber 30 mm
• Safety low emissivity and selective glasses filled
with Argon gas
• Multi-Matic burglary resistance hardware
with 3 self adjusting locking points
• Quadra handle
• Micro-ventilation system
• Tilt-and-turn
• Hand lever on semi fixed sash
• Anti mishandling device
• Concealed adjustable hinge on semi fixed sash
• EPDM gaskets and preformed corners
• Fitted plinth for balcony typologies
• Threshold with thermal break for balcony
typologies

• Interior round sash design
• Z-shape 22 and 30 mm frames for renovation
• Safety and triple glazing with thickness up to 30 mm
• Thermal duct
• Security fittings
• Tokyo or Secustik handle burglary resistant
• Lowered threshold from 25 mm

30 mm

internAL

eXternAL

trial Q
- Aluminium-wood
- Interior square design
(round on request)
- Exterior square design

performances
certificate
Thermal insulation
Uw up to 1,1

(with Ug = 0,7W/mqK)*

Acoustic insulation
glass up to 43 dB
Permeability to the air
Class 4 (min 1 - max 4)**
62 mm

CLASSIC DESIGN

FITTED PLINTH

handlever on
semi-fixed sash

Squared sash in solid
wood with artificial
glazing bead and 45°
corner joint.

Standard on balcony
typology. It provides
an increased structural
strenght and creates
an aspect very similar
to wooden window.

Placed on the semi
fixed sash, it allows
a simpler and easier
opening and closing of
the secondary door.

Resistance to water infiltration
Class 9A (min 1 - max 9)
Wind resistance
Class C3 (min 1 - max 5)
VOC certification
Class A+ (min C - max A+)
* calculated value on a single sash
window dim. 700x1300 mm.
** calculated value on a two-sashes
window dim. 1275x1525 mm.
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In the image above: french window with two swing doors Trial 90 with sloped and fitted plinth, square design, wood ash brown colour with satin silver accessories.
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ALUMINIUM-WOOD WINDOWS
aluminiUM-wood windows
Trial 90 is the innovative SPI product from the mixed aluminium-wood family. The system is enriched by solid wood interiors, improved by a special
90° joint on the sash and frame which improve the aesthetic and functional qualities of the product. Its particular design with flat and square profiles is
reminiscent of the classic wood window, with the added advantage of external aluminium.
Trial 90 is an aluminium-polyamide-wood open joint system which guarantees high insulation performance and a simple installation process.
Trial 90 windows have EPDM gaskets which are highly insulated and crushproof.
TECHNICAL STANDARD FEATURES

TECHNICAL FEATURES ON REQUEST

• Aluminium-polyamide-wood window
• Interior square design with artificial glazing bead
and 90° corner joint
• Exterior rounded design
• Glass chamber 30 mm
• Safety low emissivity and selective glasses filled
with Argon gas
• Multi-Matic burglary resistance hardware with
3 self-adjusting locking points
• Quadra handle
• Micro-ventilation system
• Tilt-and-turn
• Hand lever on semi fixed sash
• Anti mishandling device
• Concealed adjustable hinge on semi fixed sash
• EPDM gaskets and pre-formed corners
• Fitted plinth for balcony typologies
• Threshold thermal break for balcony typologies

• Z-shape frame for renovation with fins
from 22 and 30 mm
• Safety and triple glazing with thickness
up to 30 mm
• Thermal duct
• Security fittings
• Tokyo or Secustik handle burglary resistant
• Lowered threshold from 25 mm

30 mm
internAL

eXternAL

trial 90
- Aluminium-wood
- Interior square design
- Exterior round design

performances
certificate
Thermal insulation
Uw up to 1,1

(with Ug = 0,7W/mqK)*

Acoustic insulation
glass up to 43 dB
Permeability to the air
Class 4 (min 1 - max 4)**
62 mm

Wood profiles
At 90°

SPECIAL FRAMES
FOR REnovation

SELECTIVE GLASS

Trial 90 has solid wood
surfaces with corners
junction at 90°.
A new structure with
the characteristics of a
real wood window.

Possibility to have
profiles with fins
of 22 and 30 mm,
specially designed for
renovation purposes.

The low emissivity and
selective glass with
Argon gas ensures
superior performance
of thermal insulation
and protects from Uv
radiation.

Resistance to water infiltration
Class 9A (min 1 - max 9)
Wind resistance
Class C3 (min 1 - max 5)
VOC Certification
Class A+ (min C - max A+)
* calculated value on a single sash
window dim. 700x1300 mm.
** calculated value on a two-sashes
window dim. 1275x1525 mm.
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In the image above: french window with two swing doors Trial 90Q, with sloped and fitted plinth, exterior colour Grey Tatto.
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ALUMINIUM-WOOD WINDOWS
aluminiUM-wood windows
Trial 90Q the traditional style conferred to the artificial glazing bead, typical of the wood windows, meets the minimalist design of the aluminium
exterior design with squared shapes.
The aesthetical result is new and innovative. The Trial 90Q windows stand for the attention to details and the matching accessories; even the sealing
gaskets on the wing are co-ordinated with the choosen wood shade essence. Trial 90Q ensures insulated performances greater than the classic thermal
brake fittings. Trial 90Q guarantees the maximum resistance to water infiltrations and a faster installation thanks to its slim profile.

TECHNICAL STANDARD FEATURES

TECHNICAL FEATURES ON REQUEST

• Aluminium-polyamide-wood window
• Interior square design with artificial glazing bead
and corners joint 90°
• Interior square design
• Glass chamber 30 mm
• Safety low emissivity and selective glasses filled
with Argon gas
• Multi-Matic burglary resistance hardware with
3 self-adjusting locking points
• Quadra handle
• Micro-ventilation system
• Tilt-and-turn
• Hand lever on semi fixed sash
• Anti mishandling device
• Concealed adjustable hinge on semi fixed sash
• EPDM gaskets and pre-formed corners
• Fitted plinth for balcony typologies
• Threshold thermal break for balcony typologies

• Z-shape frame for renovation with fins from
22 and 30 mm
• Safety and triple glasses with thickness
up to 30 mm
• Thermal duct
• Security fittings
• Tokyo or Secustik handle burglary resistance
• Lowered threshold 25 mm

30 mm

internAL

trial 90q
- Aluminium-wood
- Interior square design
- Exterior square design

eXternAL

performances
certificate
Thermal insulation
Uw up to 1,1

(with Ug = 0,7W/mqK)*

Acoustic insulation
glass up to 43 dB
Permeability to the air
Class 4 (min 1 - max 4)**
62 mm

SQUARE DESIGN

BURGLARY RESISTANCE
HARDWARE

MUCH MORE THAN A
THERMAL BREAk

The structure is
characterised by the
external aluminium
profile with square
lines and the internal
profile in solid wood
with joint 90°.

Thanks to Multi-Matic
hardware standard
installation, Trial 90Q
guarantees a high
protection level from
intrusion attempt.

The polyamide
structure placed
between the
aluminium and the
wood, prevents the
thermal bridge and the
dispersion of heat.

Resistance to water infiltration
Class 9A (min 1 - max 9)
Wind resistance
Class C3 (min 1 - max 5)
VOC certification
Class A+ (min C - max A+)
* calculated value on a single sash
window dim. 700x1300 mm.
** calculated value on a two-sashes
window dim. 1275x1525 mm.
19

pvc
line

comfort is eco-friendly!
All the products listed in the Pvc line conform
to the european regulation for the CE marking,
compulsory by Law since February 2010.

The Pvc profiles of SPI windows are 100%
recyclable.

As a result of SPI research efforts has been created a line of windows highly insulating and eco-friendly, capable
of optimally responding to the new demands of energy and economic savings and to environmental sustainability
policies.
SPI windows in Pvc are produced in a specially designed factory of more than 5.000 square metres and are the result
of the continual investment in Research and Development and modern production techniques which have allowed
us to eliminate those parts which are hamful to the environment and replace them with eco-friendly materials.
The SPI windows line in Pvc are 100% recyclable during the disposal phase.
The Pvc windows line of SPI guarantees excellent insulation performance, significant energy savings and further
positive implications for the environment.
The line consists of three family of the product, to satisfying different living requirements:
Isol 70Q eco-friendly Pvc windows with 5 chambers structure.
Isol 70Q Mix eco-friendly and aluminium Pvc windows.
Isol 82Q eco-friendly Pvc windows with 6 chambers structure.
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PVC WINDOW FEATURES
STRUCTURE

STRUCTURAL
FEATURES

PERFORMANCES

AVAILABLE
TYPOLOGIES

DIMENSIONS

GLASS
COLOURS

COMPLEMENTS

SECURITY

INTERNAL
EXTERNAL
NUMBER OF CHAMBERS
ECO-FRIENDLY PVC
GASKET REBATE SEAL
MULTI-MATIC HARDWARE
TRICOAT HARDWARE
MICRO-VENTILATION
TILT-AND-TURN
Hand lever on semi fixed SASH
ANTI-MISHANDLING DEVICE
STEEL REINFORCEMENT ON WINDOW AND FRAME
THERMAL INSULATION (UP TO)
ACOUSTIC INSULATION (GLASS UP TO)
AIR RESISTANCE (MIN. 1 - MAX 4)
WATER RESISTANCE (MIN. 1 - MAX 9)
WIND RESISTANCE (MIN. 1 - MAX 5)
FIXED GLAZING BEAD
FIXED FALSE SASH
WINDOWS AND FRENCH DOORS 1, 2 and 2+1 SHUTTER DOORS
EXTERNAL OPENING
CURVES
OFF SIZE
WASISTAS
LIGHWEIGHT SLIDING
TILT-AND-TURN SLIDING
LIFT AND SLIDING
FOLDING
DOOR
FRAME DEPTH IN mm
WINDOW DEPTH IN mm
Z - SHAPED FRAME IN mm
GLASS CHAMBER
STANDARD ON WINDOW TYPOLOGY
STANDARD ON BALCONY TYPOLOGY
INTERNAL SURFACES
EXTERNAL SURFACES
TWO-COLOURS VERSION
GASKETS
HANDLES AND HINGES
Blinds
THRESHOLD
VENETIAN BLIND WITH INTERNAL MANUAL CONTROL GLASS
VENETIAN BLIND WITH INTERNAL ELECTRIC CONTROL GLASS
VENETIAN BLIND WITH INTERNAL CONTROL PHOTOVOLTAIC GLASS
MOTORISED CONTROL FOR WASISTAS OPENING
PANELLING UNDER TRANSOM
SHUTTER BOXES
TOP COVERS
FITTED PLINTH
DOUBLE PLINTH
DOOR - CLOSING LATCH WITH EXTERNAL HANDLE
BURGLARY RESISTANCE HARDWARE
MULTIPOINT LOCK
ELECTRIC LOCK
ALARM CONTACTS

ISOL 70Q

PVC
PVC
5
YES
DOUBLE
STANDARD
ON REQUEST
STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
YES
UW 1,2
44 DB
4
6A
C4
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
YES
70
70
30 - 38 - 58
30 AND 36
33.1-20Ar-4Sel
33.1-18Ar-33.1Sel
WHITE, RENOLIT RANGE
WHITE, RENOLIT RANGE
YES
GREY OR BLACK
SATIN GOLDEN, SATIN SILVER, WHITE
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
STANDARD
STANDARD ON LOCK TYPOLOGY
YES
YES

ISOL 70Q MIX

PVC
ALUMINIUM
5
YES
DOUBLE
STANDARD
ON REQUEST
STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
YES
UW 1,2
44 DB
4
6A
C4
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
NO
YES
NO
NO
NO
70
70
30 - 38 - 58
30 AND 36
33.1-20Ar-4Sel
33.1-18Ar-33.1Sel
WHITE, RENOLIT RANGE
RAL + WOOD EFFECTS
YES
GREY OR BLACK
SATIN GOLDEN, SATIN SILVER, WHITE
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
STANDARD
STANDARD ON LOCK TYPOLOGY
YES
YES

ISOL 82Q

PVC
PVC
6
YES
TRIPLE
STANDARD
ON REQUEST
STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
YES
UW 0,9
44 DB
4
6A
C4
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
YES
YES
NO
YES
NO
NO
YES
82
82
30 - 38 - 58
30 - 36 - 42
33.1-20Ar-4Sel
33.1-18Ar-33.1Sel
WHITE, RENOLIT RANGE
WHITE, RENOLIT RANGE
YES
GREY OR BLACK
SATIN GOLDEN, SATIN SILVER, WHITE
YES
NO
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
STANDARD
STANDARD ON LOCK TYPOLOGY
YES
YES
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In the image above: french window with two swing doors Isol 70Q with threshold, walnut colour and satin silver accessories.
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pvc windows
ECO-FRIENDLY PVC WINDOWS
Isol 70Q is the new Pvc window highly insulated and eco-friendly because lead-free.
Isol 70Q can count on selective low emissivity glasses filled with argon gas, ensuring the highest thermal insulation and sensitive energy saving.
The Isol 70Q windows use Schüco profiles with squared and minimalist design which are widely applied in modern construction.
Farther, Isol 70Q windows have a wide range of standard equipments as the Multi-Matic burglary resistance hardware, the micro-ventilation system
and the selective low emissivity glass.
30 mm

TECHNICAL STANDARD FEATURES

TECHNICAL FEATURES ON REQUEST
internAL

• Pvc eco-friendly structure 5 chambers
• Square design with round glazing bead
• Frame depth 70 mm
• Glass chamber 30 mm
• Safety low emissivity and selective glasses
filled with Argon gas
• Multi-Matic burglary resistant hardware
with 3 self-adjusting locking points
• Tokyo handle
• Galvanised steel reinforcements
• Micro-ventilation system
• Tilt-and-turn
• Hand lever on semi fixed sash
• Anti mishandling device
• EPDM gaskets with double rebate seal system

eXternAL

• Z-shaped frame for renovation with 30, 38
and 58 mm
• Glass chamber 36 mm
• Tricoat corrosion resistant hardware
• Secustik handle burglary resistant
• Door increased by 103 mm
• Square glazing bead

isol70q
- Eco-Friendly Pvc
- Interior round design
(square on request)
- Exterior square design

performances
certificate
Thermal insulation
Uw up to 1,2

(with Ug = 0,9W/mqK
and glass chamber of 30 mm)*

Acoustic insulation
glass up to 44 dB**
Permeability to the air
Class 4 (min 1 - max 4)**

70 mm

SPI - SCHÜCO SQUARE
DESIGN PROFILES

STEEL REINFORCEMENTS
ON DOOR AND FRAME

SPECIAL FRAMES
FOR RENOVATION

Exclusive profiles for
Pvc windows frames
in a square and
minimalist design
born from a close
collaboration between
SPI and Shüco Pws
Italia.

The use of galvanised
steel reinforcements
with optimised sizes
guarantee the highest
static performances.

Ideal for renovation
projects, thanks to
the availability of
the special frames
with fin from 30, 38
and 58 mm, specially
designed.

Resistance to water infiltration
Class 6A (min 1 - max 9)**
Wind resistance
Class C4 (min 1 - max 5)**
VOC certification
Class A+ (min C - max A+)
* calculated value on a single sash
window dim. 700x1300 mm.
** calculated value on a two-sashes
window dim. 1230x1480 mm.
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In the image above: french window with two swing doors Isol 70Q Mix with threshold, exterior colour green Tatto DD63.
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pvc windows
ECO-FRIENDLY PVC WINDOWS
Isol 70Q Mix is the Pvc-aluminium window that allows a wide customitazion in colours, ensuring the maximum resistance to weather conditions.
Available as two-colour version, Isol 70Q Mix represents the ideal choice for those who want high insulation performances without the need for tiring
maintenance.
The Isol 70Q Mix windows can count of a support structure in Schüco eco-friendly and highly insulated Pvc which joins externally to a second structure
in aluminium, which contributes to improve the robustness and the insulating performances.
The insulating power of the Isol 70Q Mix windows create energy savings and therefore economic savings.
30 mm

TECHNICAL STANDARD FEATURES

TECHNICAL FEATURES ON REQUEST

• Pvc structure 5 chambers with external
aluminium coating
• Square design with round glazing bead
• Frame depth 70 mm
• Glass chamber 30 mm
• Safety low emissivity and selective glasses
filled with Argon gas
• Multi-Matic burglary resistant hardware
with 3 self-adjusting locking points
• Tokyo handle
• Galvanised steel reinforcements
• Micro-ventilation system
• Tilt-and-turn
• Hand lever on semi fixed sash
• Anti mishandling device
• EPDM gaskets with double rebate seal system

• Z-shaped frame for renovation with 30, 38 and 58 mm
• Glass chamber 36 mm
• Tricoat corrosion resistant hardware
• Secustik handle burglary resistant
• Door increased by 103 mm
• Square glazing bead

internAL

eXternAL

isol70q mix
- Pvc and Aluminium
- Interior round design
(square on request)
- Exterior square design

performances
certificate
Thermal insulation
Uw up to 1,2

(with Ug = 0,9W/mqK
and glass chamber of 30 mm)*

Acoustic insulation
glass up to 44 dB**
Permeability to the air
Class 4 (min 1 - max 4)**

74 mm

MAXIMUM RESISTANCE

TWO-COLOUR
REALIZATIONS

SELECTIVE GLASS

The aluminium
surface is resistant to
weather conditions
and requires a minimal
maintenance.
This ensures a
long-lasting frame
durability.

Thanks to the external
aluminium coating,
Isol 70Q Mix can be
realized as two-colour
version, coordinating
the colour of the
frames with that of the
shutters.

The selective low
glazing filled with
Argon gas ensures
higher performance
of thermal insulation
and protect from Uv
sun rays.

Resistance to water infiltration
Class 6A (min 1 - max 9)**
Wind resistance
Class C4 (min 1 - max 5)**
VOC certification
Class A+ (min C - max A+)
* calculated value on a single sash
window dim. 700x1300 mm.
** calculated value on a two-sashes
window dim. 1230x1480 mm.
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In the image above: french window with one swing door Isol 82Q with threshold, White colour and satin silver accessories.
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pvc windows
ECO-FRIENDLY PVC WINDOWS
The new Pvc Isol 82Q window with Schüco profiles ensures performances of thermal insulation beyond all expectations.
Thanks to its 6 chambers structure, its triple rebate seal system and the selective low glazing filled with Argon gas, Isol 82Q is the ideal solution for
building projects by high energy standards.
Isol 82Q is the window with a frame depth of 82 mm and glass chamber from 30, 36 or 42 mm.
The very high performances of thermal insulation allow a sensible abatement of consumption for the heating and cooling of the house.
30 mm

TECHNICAL STANDARD FEATURES

TECHNICAL FEATURES ON REQUEST

• Pvc eco-friendly structure 6 chambers
• Square design with round glazing bead
• Frame depth 82 mm
• Glass chamber 30 mm
• Safety low emissivity and selective glasses
filled with Argon gas
• Multi-Matic burglary resistant hardware
with 3 self-adjusting locking points
• Tokyo handle
• Galvanised steel reinforcements
• Micro-ventilation system
• Tilt-and-turn
• Hand lever on semi fixed sash
• Anti mishandling device
• EPDM gaskets with triple rebate seal system

• Z-shaped frame for renovation with 58 mm
• Glass chamber 36 or 42 mm
• Tricoat corrosion resistant hardware
• Secustik handle burglary resistant
• Door increased by 103 mm
• Square glazing bead

internAL

isol 82q
- Eco-friendly Pvc
- Interior round design
(square on request)
- Exterior square design

eXternAL

performances
certificate
Thermal insulation
Uw up to 0,9

(with Ug = 0,7W/mqK)*

Acoustic insulation
glass up to 44 dB**
Permeability to the air
Class 4 (min 1 - max 4)**
Resistance to water infiltration
Class 6A (min 1 - max 9)**
82 mm

ENHANCED THERMAL
INSULATION

GLASS CHAMBER
UP TO 42 MM

GASKETS WITH TRIPLE
REBATE SEAL SYSTEM

Enhanced thermal
insulation thanks
to the 6 chambers
structure and the
frame depth from 82
mm.

It is available on
request with glass
chamber from 42 mm,
providing triple glasses
highly performing.

The triple rebate seal
gasket with central fin
ensures the perfect
tightness of the
window against the
action of water and
wind.

Wind resistance
Class C4 (min 1 - max 5)**
VOC certification
Class A+ (min C - max A+)

* calculated value on a single sash
window dim. 700x1300 mm.
** calculated value on a two-sashes
window dim. 1230x1480 mm.
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aluminiUM
line

PRESTIGIOUS AND RESISTANT OVER THE YEARS!
All the products listed in the aluminium line
conform to the european regulation for the CE
marking, compulsory by Law since February 2010.

The SPI windows in aluminium meet the needs of those wishing a practical and high quality window.
Thanks to the robust structure, the windows in aluminium line combine the extreme practicality for the maintenance
and the maximum resistance to weathering with the versatility typical of alumium.
The external surfaces in aluminium are not affected by aggression due to rain, frost, snow and remain prestigious
over the years.
Thanks to the infinite range of available colours, the SPI windows in aluminium can be greatly customized to enhance
the style of every room, both modern thanks to the bright and original colors of the RAL range and classical thanks
to the coatings in wood effect which make the windows in aluminium indistinguishable from those in wood not only
to the sight but also to the touch.
The SPI windows in aluminium line is comprised of one model:
Trial Val Q, aluminium-polyamide-aluminium window with square design.
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ALUMINIUM WINDOWS FEATURES
STRUCTURE

STRUCTURAL
FEATURES

PERFORMANCES

AVAILABLE
TYPOLOGIES

DIMENSIONS
GLASS
COLOURS

COMPLEMENTS

SECURITY

INTERNAL
EXTERNAL
INTERIOR DESIGN
EXTERIOR DESIGN
OPEN JOINT SYSTEM
MULTI-MATIC HARDWARE
BOLT LOCK
HAND LEVER ON SEMI FIXED SASH
TRICOAT HARDWARE
MICRO-VENTILATION
TILT-AND-TURN
ANTI-MISHANDLING DEVICE
THERMAL INSULATION (UP TO)
ACOUSTIC INSULATION (GLASS UP TO)
AIR RESISTANCE (MIN. 1 - MAX 4)
WATER RESISTANCE (MIN. 1 - MAX 9)
WIND RESISTANCE (MIN. 1 - MAX 5)
FIXED GLAZING BEAD
FIXED FALSE SASH
WINDOWS AND FRENCH DOORS 1, 2 and 2+1 SHUTTER DOORS
EXTERIOR OPENING
CURVES
OFF SIZE
WASISTAS
HORIZONTAL Pivot
LIGHTWEIGHT SLIDING
TILT-AND-TURN SLIDING
LIFT AND SLIDING
FRAME DEPTH IN MM
Z - SHAPED FRAME IN MM
GLASS CHAMBER
STANDARD ON WINDOW TYPOLOGY
STANDARD ON BALCONY TYPOLOGY
INTERNAL SURFACES
EXTERNAL SURFACES
INTERNAL GASKETS
EXTERNAL GASKETS
INSTALLATION GASKET
THERMAL ACOUSTIC GASKET
SHUTTERS
VENETIAN BLIND WITH INTERNAL MANUAL CONTROL GLASS
VENETIAN BLIND WITH INTERNAL ELECTRIC CONTROL GLASS
VENETIAN BLIND WITH INTERNAL CONTROL PHOTOVOLTAIC GLASS
MOTORISED CONTROL FOR WASISTAS OPENING
PANELLING UNDER TRANSOM
SHUTTER BOXES
TOP COVERS
FITTED PLINTH
DOUBLE PLINTH
BURGLARY RESISTANT HARDWARE
MULTIPOINT LOCK
ELECTRiC LOCK
ALARM CONTACTS

TRIAL VAL Q

ALUMINIUM
ALUMINIUM
SQUARE OR ROUND
SQUARE
YES
STANDARD
STANDARD
ON REQUEST
ON REQUEST
ON REQUEST
ON REQUEST
ON REQUEST
Uw 1.5
43DB
4
9A
C3
YES
YES
YES
YES*
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
YES
YES**
62
30
30
33.1-20Ar-4Sel
33.1-18Ar-33.1Sel
RAL + WOOD EFFECTS
RAL + WOOD EFFECTS
WHITE, BLACK, BROWN
BLACK
YES
STANDARD
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
STANDARD ON FRENCH DOOR
YES
STANDARD
STANDARD ON TYPOLOGIES WITH LOCK
YES
YES

* Made with different profile.
** Only available in a single colour.
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In the image above: french window with two swing doors Trial Val Q, with sloped and fitted plinth, ivory Tatto colour DD61 and satin silver accessories.
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ALUMINIUM WINDOWS
MUCH MORE THAN A THERMAL BRAKE
Squared lines for a modern design. This is the concept for the new Trial Val Q window.
Trial Val Q fits perfectly to contemporary environments and is customizable in the wide range of RAL colours and wood effects.
Trial Val Q can be realised in different colours for the interior and exterior, in order to comply with any restrictions on the facades.
With its thermal barrier in polyamide ensures a high insulation which, despite the equal fittings, it goes far beyond the traditional systems in aluminium
with thermal brake.

TECHNICAL STANDARD FEATURES

TECHNICAL FEATURES ON REQUEST

• Window in aluminium-polyamide-aluminium
• Interior square design
• Exterior square design
• Glass chamber 30 mm
• Safety low emissivity and selective glasses
filled with Argon gas
• Multi-Matic standard hardware
• Tokyo handle
• Concealed adjustable hinge on semi fixed sash
• EPDM gaskets with pre-formed corners
• Thermo-acoustic gasket under glass
• Fitted plinth on balcony typologies
• Threshold with thermal break on balcony
typologies

• Interior round design
• Z-shape frame for renovation with fin
from 30 mm
• Multi-Matic burglary resistance hardware
with 3 self-adjusting locking points
(standard supply)
• Safety and triple glasses with thickness
up to 30 mm
• Micro-ventilation system
• Tilt-and-turn and hand lever on semi fixed sash
• Anti mishandling device
• Thermal duct
• Security fittings
• Quadra or Secustik handle burglary resistance
• Lowered threshold from 25 mm

30 mm

internAL

THERMO-ACOUSTIC
GASKET

Squared profiles for a
vocation minimal, able
to valorise the window
that becomes a proper
furnishing.

Special thermal gasket
applied under glass
which reduces the
convective motion of
the door inside the
profile.

- Aluminium-Aluminium
- Interior square design
(round on request)
- Exterior square design

eXternAL

performances
certificate
Thermal insulation
Uw up to 1,5

(with Ug = 0,9W/mqK)*

Acoustic insulation
glass up to 43 dB
Permeability to the air
Class 4 (min 1 - max 4)**
62 mm

SQUARE DESIGN

trial val Q

30 mm

SPECIAL FRAMES
FOR RENOVATION
Ideal in case of
renovation thanks to
the fin from 30 mm,
specially designed
for a quick and easy
installation.

Resistance to water infiltration
Class 9A (min 1 - max 9)
Wind resistance
Class C3 (min 1 - max 5)
VOC certification
Class A+ (min C - max A+)
* calculated value on a single sash
window dim. 700x1300 mm.
** calculated value on a two-sashes
window dim. 1275x1525 mm.
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In the image above: lift and slide Pvc door, Winchester dark colour and satin silver accessories.
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SLIDING
line

The SPI sliding systems are proper furnishing. Thanks to their refined design, they are the ideal solution to valorise
large living spaces.
They can be combined with fixed elements, creating innovative solutions to better customize your home.
The SPI sliding systems are the right choice for openings of big dimensions and refined aesthetic taste.
They make easier the opening and the handling of big windows, ensuring brightness to the environments of your
home.
The SPI sliding systems can be realised in various lines: aluminium, aluminium-wood, Pvc and Pvc-aluminium.
Available typologies
Typologies
Lightweight sliding

Aluminium

Aluminium-Wood

Pvc

Pvc-Aluminium

YES

YES

YES

NO

Tilt-and-turn sliding

YES

YES*

YES

YES

Lift and slide

YES

YES

YES

NO

Lift and slide internal wall

NO

YES

NO

NO

The tilt-and-turn sliding systems for the aluminum-wood line can be provided either with round wood profiles, classic and at 90°.

Lift and slide

Tilt-and-turn sliding

Lightweight sliding
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In the image above: aluminum-wood door single sash with fixed panels and curved fanlight, cherry exterior colour.
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DOORS
line

All SPI aluminium-wood, Pvc and aluminium frames are also available in the version of entrance door. In this way SPI
ensures the possibility to install a complete range of door frames into your home in order to coordinate the style of
all your living spaces.
SPI entrance door can be customised without limits and personalised in terms of colour, shape and dimensions,
thanks to the large array of available panels.
SPI doors can be made with one or more sashes, with or without fanlight, SPI doors are the result of a particular and
sensible project which focuses on the aesthetic details and anti-burglary devices.
SPI doors are therefore equipped with a greater space in the sash depth, “increased” hinges and a multi-point locking
mechanism with hooks hardware.
Available doors in the following product of the families
Aluminium-Wood

Pvc

Pvc-Aluminium

Trial

Isol 70Q

Trial Q

Isol 82Q

Isol 70Q Mix

Aluminium
Trial Val
Trial Val Q

Trial 90
Trial 90Q

Increased hinge

Triple locking

Security hooks
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TYPES OF DOOR
ALUMINIUM-WOOD duo

Duo squared door

ALUMINIUM-WOOD trial series

Squared door

Increased door
with squared internal

Isol 70Q Mix door

Isol 82Q door

Available with rounded internal,
classic and at 90°.

pvc

Isol 70Q door

aluminium

Squared door

Available with squared internal
or rounded
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Increased rounded door
(with rounded internal)

Isol 70Q increased door

(and Isol 70Q with aluminium cover)

Isol 82Q increased door

TYPEs OF FRAME
aluminium-wood duo

43 mm

10 mm

aluminium-wood trial series

44 mm

18 mm

44 mm
44 mm

Duo L frame

(available with Z22 mm)

L frame

44 mm

18 mm

22 mm

44 mm

18 mm

18 mm

L frame “Riportata”

Frame for tilt-and-slide

30 mm

18 mm

Z22 frame

Z30 frame

pvc

53 mm
70 mm

38 mm

60 mm

53 mm

82 mm

58 mm

64 mm

17 mm

58 mm

30 mm

6 mm
22 mm

17 mm

L frame

(Isol 70Q, Isol 70Q Mix)

L frame
(Isol 82Q)

Z38 frame

(Isol 70Q, Isol 70Q Mix)

Z58 frame

Z30 frame

(Isol 70Q, Isol 70Q Mix)

(Isol 70Q, Isol 70Q Mix)

Z58 frame
(Isol 82Q)

aluminiUM

44 mm

62 mm

18 mm

62 mm

L frame

Trial Val e Trial Val Q

L frame “Riportata”
Trial Val e Trial Val Q

44 mm

30 mm

18 mm

Frame for tilt-and-slide

Z30 frame

Trial Val e Trial Val Q
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THRESHOLDS

20 mm

20 mm

70 mm

82 mm

Threshold in Pvc-aluminium for Isol 70Q, Isol 70Q Mix

36 mm

Threshold in Pvc-aluminium for Isol 82Q

35 mm
25 mm

Threshold in aluminium for Duo Italy
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57 mm

57 mm

Standard threshold on aluminium
and aluminium-wood Trial line

Threshold on request on aluminium
and aluminium-wood Trial line

20 mm

SLIDING

aluminium-wood

30 mm

32 mm

7 mm
72 mm

Parallel sliding

(only available with rounded internal)
23 mm

200 mm

62 mm

Tilt-and-turn sliding

Lift and slide

(available for Trial, Trial Q, Trial 90 and Trial 90Q)
30 mm

(only available as per drawing)
30 mm

30 mm

46 mm

pvc

74 mm

Parallel sliding

(only available as per drawing)
20 mm

aluminium

70 mm

Tilt-and-turn sliding

(available for Isol 70Q, Isol 70Q Mix)
30 mm

82 mm

Tilt-and-turn sliding
(available for Isol 82Q)

167 mm

Lift and slide

(only available as per drawing)
20 mm

16 mm
72 mm

Parallel sliding

(only available as per drawing)

62 mm

Tilt-and-turn sliding

(available for Trial Val and Trial Val Q)

142 mm

Lift and slide

(only available as per drawing)
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Openings and available typologies
All SPI windows are custom-made and for this reason they can be produced in many different versions with casement, sliding, folding or wasistas opening mechanisms.
Below SPI proposes the main typologies.

Fixed glazing bead

Off-size window
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Fixed false sash

Curved window

Wasistas

Horizontal pivot

Parallel sliding

One sash window

Tilt-and-sliding

Two-sashes window

Single sash french
door with transom

Lift and slide

Double sashes
french door with
fanlight

Door

Security solutions
For SPI security against intrusion attempts is of great importance.
For this reason, the SPI windows offer the anti-intruder hardware with multiple locking points to guarantee security levels of protection in line with your needs.

SECURITY STANDARD SOLUTIONS
pvc windows

Pawl latches

ALUMINIUM-Wood windows

ALUMINIUM windows

Closure on semi portable sash

Closure on semi portable sash

Closure on semi portable sash

Pawl latches

Pawl latches

Pawl latches

Anti-burglary mushroom latch
engaged on closing phase

Anti-burglary mushroom latch
engaged on closing phase

Anti-burglary mushroom latch
with double action
(mushroom in closed position and
on tilt-and-turn)

Anti-burglary mushroom latch
with double action
(mushroom in closed position and
on tilt-and-turn)

Closure on semi portable sash

Anti-burglary mushroom latch

Handle with button

(on request in all series)

Handle with keys

(on request in all series)

Alarm contacts

(on request in all series)
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HANDLES
SPI offers a wide range of different handles in terms of shape, colours and style. Here we have displayed a selection.
Discover the other available models at one of our SPI retailers.

BRASS HANDLES FOR WINDOWS AND FRENCH DOORS

standard on Pvc and aluminium

White

Ivory

standard on aluminium-wood*

Black

Silver

Satin gold

Bronze

Dark brown

Silver

Shiny gold

on request on Pvc

Shiny gold

anti-burglary standard line on aluminium-wood and aluminium

Satin silver

Shiny gold

OTHER HANDLES
standard

Built in handle for
lighweight sliding.
Shiny gold
Satin silver
White
Black
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on request

Handle for lift sliding.
Shiny gold**
Satin silver**

Handle for tilt and
slide.
Shiny gold**
Satin silver
Bronze
Brown
Black

Double handle.
Shiny gold
Satin silver

Depressed handle.
Satin gold
Satin silver
Black
White

Handle with button.
Satin gold
Satin silver
White

Handle with key.
Satin gold
Satin silver
White

Double handle.
Shiny gold**
Satin gold
Satin silver
White
Black
Ivory

* On request for aluminium. ** Version only available on brass.

ALUMINIUM HANDLES FOR WINDOWS AND FRENCH DOORS

complements
SPI offers a wide range of components and accessories which makes the style of your frames completely unique and in harmony with the atmosphere
of your house. Discover the complete selection at one of our retailers.

Shutter boxes

Wooden box

top covers

Pvc box

blinds

Wooden top cover

Pvc top cover

venetian blinds

Wooden blinds

Pvc blinds

Internal venetian blind

Internal curtain glass
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doors
SPI doors are available in a wide range of models from different design and style, in order to meet any demand. Below we have displayed a selection.

availAble panels for doors in aluminium and aluminium-wood

Cascais

Montparnasse

Regent

Precox

Oxford

Kenton

Kennington

Arsenal

Parioli

Rio

Soho

Manhattan

Carnaby

available panels for doors in PVC

•

Handles and glasses can be different from those represented in the picture.

••

The glass panels in the alumium and aluminium-wood line are only available in the
version with internal smooth panel.

• • • The colours for Pvc panels must be agreed subject to verification.
• • • • Doors hinges are available in white, silver and shiny gold.

Rome

Corse

Balearic

Budapest

Cyprus

Malta

Sardinia

Spain

Dublin

London

The names of the models refer exclusively to the panel drawing, handles and glasses must be requested explicitly at the time of the order.
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WOOds and COLOURS
With Spi colour has not limit! Spi windows and shutters are customised in the infinite range of RAL colours and wood effect paints.

wood effect

Aluminium colours

Pvc colours

Alder Cherry

White ash open pore

Stained ash Chestnut

Ezy dark Acacia

Ezy real Cherry

Ezy Renol Walnut

Ivory

Ivory coated

White

Ash stained Cherry

Ash stained Walnut

Kotò Walnut

Ezy Renol Cherry

Effecta Green

Sublimated rough dark
Chestnut

Veined White

Cherry

Douglas

Finish White

Kotò Mahogany*

Ash Cloud*

Sublimated rough black Sublimated Cherry
Walnut

White Tatto

Walnut

Siena

Winchester

Ash decapè*

Ash Wengè*

Ash Grey*

Ivory Tatto

Grey Tatto

Green Tatto

Oregon

Mahagoni

Eiche Natur Dessin

Brown Tatto

Black Tatto

Varnished Bronze

Eiche Hell Dessin

Mosgroen

Silver

*Available for jobs over 10 frames.
The colours effect on printed paper can be different from the original.
SPI reserves the right to make the appropriate changes without notice in order to improve
its products.

Varnished Silver
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